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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a general filtering and unbalance compensation scheme for electric traction systems using a 

direct power control-based algorithm. For a balanced three-phase three-wire system, the proposed method is 

able to control the power flow exchange between the grid and the load so that the instanta-neous complex 

power is maintained constant. As a consequence, any nonlinear unbalanced load is seen by the three-phase sup-

ply as a balanced linear load. The proposed filter is evaluated on power substations with open delta (V-V) and 

Scott transformer feeders, and for two-level and dual converter in the power stage. The scheme has been 

simulated and experimentally validated. The results from experimental and simulation tests show the controller 

advantages and the applicability of the proposed method in railway systems. 

Index Terms: Active filters, harmonics distortion, power control, rail transportation power system. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

LECTRIC traction systems for passengers and freight use Evarious power transformer configurations, in order 

to feed single-phase systems from the three-phase supply. In general, three-phase to two single-phase 

conversion schemes use transformers connected in open delta (V-V), Scott or Le Blanc configurations [1], to 

improve the power system balance. However, in practical applications these transformer connections do not 

solve the unbalance problem seen from the three-phase side, due to the variable demands in the transport system 

and railroad line profile. Also, the use of uncontrolled rectification to feed the traction load contribute to the 

total unbalance seen from the three-phase supply. For balanced loads, this unbalance is due to the injection of 

current harmonics by the railroad converter to the main three-phase system, depending on the transformer 

connec-tion and harmonic order [2]. Filters and unbalance compensators are therefore required to ensure proper 

system operation and to improve the power quality [3]. These problems are usually addressed, in practice, with 

the use of passive power quality compensators such as reactive power compensation capacitors and passive 

filters, and they are single-phase equipment installed in each feeder from the traction substation. Usually, the 

coupling factor between two feeders is negligible due to the independent operation of each passive compensator 

[4]. Moreover, passive equipment does not have the dynamic capability to adjust to changes in load, where over 

and under compensation happen frequently as a result of continuous changes in load conditions. There are 

different active power quality compensators proposed in the literature [5]–[10], to solve the unbalance problem, 

but they neglect the sequence components introduced by har-monics. Also, all of them employ two single-phase 

converters that have a common dc bus, but they cannot provide simultane-ous compensation of unbalance and 
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harmonic content. However, for the compensation made from the three-phase side, the use of the instantaneous 

active and reactive power definition [11]–[17] provides a way for simultaneous compensation of unbalance and 

harmonics. The traction system under study is similar to the stage 1 railway Ezequiel Zamora in Venezuela. It 

draws power using a Scott transformer (115/25 kV, 60 Hz, 40 MVA). This transformer provides two single-

phase lines with a 90◦ phase shift between them. One of the single-phase lines feeds both ways of the 

Charallave–Caracas section (24 km), with a ramp of 3.125%. The other single-phase line feeds both ways of the 

Charallave– Cua section (17.5 km), with less traffic and a ramp of 0.6%, resulting in less load for this phase. For 

this configuration, the Scott transformer has an unbalance in the range of 12–20% in normal operation, and 40% 

for emergency operation. The railway system uses eight four-wagon trains, with half of the wagons powered. 

Each powered wagon has four 600 kW induc-tion machines fed with DTC controlled VSCs and single-phase 

PWM in the rectifier front end. The average current total demand distortion for normal operation of the system 

is about 20%. Only a balanced electric system without current and voltage harmonics will produce constant 

instantaneous power ( s) [13], [15], [18], [19], as shown below in Section II-D. With this in mind, a 

compensation scheme based on direct power control (DPC) [20]–[25] is proposed to provide simultaneous 

correction of harmonic content and load unbalance, commonly found in railroad systems with different 

transformer connection schemes in the power substation. 

The control strategies are simulated using a state variable model representation and experimentally validated 

using a DSP-based modular power electronic system able to emulate the electric traction system operating 

conditions, the open delta and Scott transformer connection schemes, the filtering and the load balancing power 

converters [26].  

The power range for the railroad application in this paper is around 10 MVA, and its implementation using 

multilevel con-verters have several advantages. Multilevel converters continue to be a topic of intense research 

and there are several modulation techniques, reported in the literature [27]–[29], with several ad-vantages over 

conventional two-level converters [30], [31]. An important advantage of multilevel converters is the possibility 

to improve harmonic content of the synthesized voltage with a re-duced amount of commutation. Another 

advantage of multilevel converters is the possibility to reach higher voltage levels and higher power ratings with 

power devices having lower break-down voltages [30]. The increase in components in multilevel converters 

results in a corresponding increase in the number of valid commutation states, and thus in smoother changes in 

the state variables of the system and its consequent reduction in dv/dt of the output voltage.  

Among many existing multilevel topologies, the dual con-verter has the advantage that two standard two-level 

converters can produce multilevel operation. However, the main disadvan-tage of the dual-converter topology is 

the need for a coupling transformer, not needed in other multilevel topologies for the same range of power and 

voltage.  

The generality of the proposed filtering technique using instantaneous active and reactive power can be applied 

to any transformer configuration scheme in the power substation. Multilevel converter technology can facilitate 

the industrial im-plementation because it reduces the specifications of the power electronics switches and the 

voltagestress dv/dt on the magnetic components like coupling transformers and/or inductors [27]. 

 

II. HARMONIC AND UNBALANCE COMPENSATION SYSTEM 
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On balanced three-phase systems feeding balanced linear loads, the instantaneous active and reactive terms of 

the com-plex power are constant and equal to p(t) = 3VI cos(φ) and q(t) = 3VI sin(φ) [13], [32], whereas for 

similar balanced three-phase systems, the instantaneous active and reactive power with unbalanced nonlinear 

loads contains average and oscillat-ing terms. To compensate for load imbalance and reduce har-monic injection 

from the load to the supply system, the proposed controller, shown in Fig. 1, is aimed at keeping constant the in-

stantaneous active and reactive power exchange with the supply. In this paper, this is achieved with a shunt 

active filter directly connected to the power system using a voltage step-up filter transformer. For the railway 

application, the power stage in the filter is a three-phase voltage source converter (VSC) with a rat-ing between 

10% and 15% of the distribution transformer rated power.  

The controller computes the total instantaneous active and reactive power taken by the combination of traction 

system and filter. In the proposed compensation scheme, the controller selects the converter voltage vr required 

to keep constant the total instantaneous active and reactive power drawn from the grid, acting in this way as a 

three-phase current balancer and harmonic filter.  

The pre f consign is used to reduce the variations in the dc link of the filter’s power stage. This will adjust 

automatically the power taken by the traction system plus the filter losses. The reactive power reference qre f 

provides an additional degree of freedom that can be used to adjust the system’s power factor.  

Fig. 2 shows the open delta (V-V) and Scott transformers used frequently to connect a traction substation to the 

electric grid. These connection schemes generate two single-phase networks from the three-phase power system. 

Each single-phase circuit is used to feed a 60–100 km rail track.  

The simulation of the steady state and dynamic behavior for the traction system under unbalance conditions and 

with harmonic current injection uses a space vector model of the open delta and Scott transformer, uncoupling 

the differential equations in the transformer model [11]. Additionally, the fil-ter and its control have been 

modeled using a space vector representation [22].  

The power invariant space vector transformation is defined as [11] 
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Fig. 1. Proposed compensation scheme. 

 

Fig. 2. Traction transformer schemes. (a) V-V transformer. (b) Scott transformer. 
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Fig. 3. Proposed multilevel compensation scheme. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
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